North Capitol Street Priority Corridor Study “PlanItMetro” Comment Responses
Comment 1 – I like it. I live near the corner of Florida and North Cap, and almost never take the 80
mainly because it takes so long to get past New York Ave. Using the underpass will help a lot. I work
right at McPherson Square, about a block from the bus stop, but it actually takes me longer to take the
bus if I take the 80 than it does to walk, largely because it's so slow.
Response – Thank you. Many members of the public, as well as Metrobus operators,
mentioned that using the New York Avenue underpass would improve the reliability and travel
speed of Metrobus Route 80.
Comment 2 - I live near the Channing and N. Capitol stop and use the 80 to commute to work and get
around on the weekends. I think there's a ton of great ideas here and I applaud the recommended
changes.
A few other suggestions, if it's not too late:
1. Currently the 80 only uses the NY Ave underpass for Southbound. Why not use it for Northbound
too? Maybe not on all the bus routes, but at least some of them? That stretch from H st to Florida is a
huge time drag.
Response – Using the New York Avenue underpass for northbound travel was also considered;
however, the time savings in the northbound direction was not as significant as the southbound
time savings, and in fact at certain times of day it was noted that northbound congestion is
actually worse in the underpass than on the surface street. Therefore, it was determined that it
was not worth the inconvenience to the riders who use the northbound North Capitol Street
stop at New York Avenue.
2. Why not put another stop on the express route between Michigan and RI? Maybe one stop on
Bryant or W st? Lots of people live in that area and it looks like the express route just zips right past
them!
Response – The MetroExtra bus stops were selected based on several factors including (1) stop
level ridership, (2) transfer opportunities to other transit services and (3) access to major
generators. Adding an additional MetroExtra bus stop along North Capitol Street between
Michigan Avenue and Rhode Island Avenue would thus slow down MetroExtra Route 80X.
3. I assume transit signal priority (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bus_priority) in that problematic stretch
between Florida and H st was ruled out as too much of an inconvenience to MD commuters, but that
would be the real game changer for the 80.

Response – The District Department of Transportation (DDOT) is responsible for the
management of traffic signals within the District of Columbia. Implementing transit signal
priority (TSP) will require the installation of new traffic signals along the corridor. Although TSP
has been recommended for other Metrobus Priority Corridors, the North Capitol Street Priority
Corridor Study recommends traffic signal re-timing at specific locations – thus utilizing the
existing signal equipment – to help reduce travel delays.
4. Any chance we can get bus shelters, at least at the express route stops? The glass ones look kind of
cool and I think they appropriately signal to the community that buses are a priority. If you wanted to
really up the ante, you could encourage a public art component or cool signs/fonts/graphics to brand
the 80, 85 and express route.
Response – The North Capitol Street Priority Corridor Study recommends that all bus stops that
have at least 25 boardings per day have a bus shelter, which would include all of the proposed
MetroExtra bus stops. Replacing bus shelters that are damaged is also recommended. The
shelters used are based on a standard design for the District of Columbia to ensure ease of
maintenance.
Comment 3 - I live on this route near N Cap and RIA. The key issue for me is really schedule reliability,
particularly on weekends. I think the limited stop route is an excellent idea. Currently it can be faster for
me to walk to Union Station during rush hour than ride the 80 bus. The traffic jams between Ny Ave and
Mass Ave are just terrible. Let's speed things up.
Response – There are a number of recommendations that are designed to speed buses up and
improve reliability. These include re-timing the bus schedules based on current actual running
times, utilizing the New York Avenue underpass for southbound buses, the implementation of
MetroExtra service, and the potential consolidation of some bus stops in the future.
Comment 4 - I live on this route (North Capitol and Rhode Island) and take it very regularly. A lot of
these suggestions are great, and I appreciate the attention that Metro is giving to this route and
attempts to make it more efficient for the many users.
Many of the stops could be consolidated since many are so close together and the 80X route would be
greatly appreciated - the bit between Union Station and Florida can be really slow and an express route
would help. Requiring use of the underpasses on North Capitol would also help (just last weekend
southbound a driver went above on NY Ave). Bus shelters would also be really nice (per one of the other
comments), especially on the express route.
Response – The North Capitol Street Priority Corridor Study is recommending limited stop
MetroExtra service, and bus shelters for any bus stop that has more than 25 boardings per day.

Several bus stop modifications – including the potential future consolidation of some stops – are
also being pursued.
Comment 5 - I like it. I live near the corner of Florida and North Cap, and almost never take the 80
mainly because it takes so long to get past New York Ave. Using the underpass will help a lot. I work
right at McPherson Square, about a block from the bus stop, but it actually takes me longer to take the
bus if I take the 80 than it does to walk, largely because it's so slow.
Response – Thank you. Many members of the public, as well as Metrobus operators,
mentioned that using the New York Avenue underpass would improve the reliability and travel
speed of Metrobus Route 80.

